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Abstract
The preparation activities for the first operational
mission of an Ion Propulsion System[ l ] on board of a
European satellite (ARTEMIS), have now reached the
fulfilment of qualification programme.
This paper reviews the qualification activities carried
out at PROEL TECNOLOGIE and at ESTEC on the
neutralizer for the RIT 10 ion thruster, due to be
flown within the Ion Propulsion Package on the
ARTEMIS satellite[ 2 ] in 1996, to perform north-south
station keeping manoeuvers.
The neutralizer qualification activities performed at
PROEL TECNOLOGIE, under ESA / DASA
contract, have been referred to the following main
tasks:

Both the results obtained at PROEL and at ESTEC are
presented and discussed in the paper.
Introduction
The neutralizer is one of the critical components of an
Ion Propulsion System and its operation capability in
terms of thermionic emission current, steady-state
operation, restart from cold temperature, ignition
time, operation throughout a large number of on/off
cycles, affects in a dramatic way the successful
working of an ion thruster.
Furthermore, in a RF ion thruster such as the RIT
10[3][4], the neutralizer produced plasma provides the
primary electrons for the main discharge ignition: this
means that a neutralizer failure not only prevents the
beam neutralization but, more dramatically, stops the
process of ion generation.

Upgrading of the neutralizer mechanical / thermal
design with respect to the BB configuration.
Fabrication of EQM units and checks after
fabrication.
Vibration test.
Activation of the hollow cathode active material.
Functional test and cycling.
Start-up and operation from cold temperature
(-60°C).
Final mechanical / electrical checks.

It is clear therefore how it is mandatory, for such a
component, to acquire on-ground evidence and
confidence of extended device operation in a
simulated space environment, in order to be able to
guarantee the completion of a space mission.

The neutralizer verified performances such as the high
start-up reliability, also from cold temperature, the
very low steady-state operation power consumption
(<7.7 W), the high lifetime capability of the critical
neutralizer components, the emission of the required
electron neutralizing current (300 mA) at a low
extracting electric field (10+15 V/cm) can be taken as
an evidence of the neutralizer technology viability, in
view of the flight mission.

At PROEL this programme has been focused on the
following main objectives:

-

Beside the test activities performed at PROEL, a
functional lifetime test has been carried out at
ESTEC-YPE EP Test Laboratory. This test has been
performed in the period August 1990 - February 1993
and an overall firing time of 15000 hours of the
neutralizer has been successfully demonstrated.
The results of the lifetime test have furthermore
shown a good reproducibility of the neutralizer main
parameters and none significant degradation
throughout the test period.
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The neutralizer technology viability for the ARTEMIS
mission has been proved with an adequate
qualification programme carried out both at PROEL
TECNOLOGIE and at ESTEC.

- Improvement of the neutralizer design with respect
to the BB version.
- Upgrading and tuning of all the fabrication
procedures and processes.
- Validation on the neutralizer design through
mechanical and thermal analysis.
- Fabrication of EQM units for submission to
qualification and acceptance tests.
- Qualification tests on an EQM unit comprising:
vibration at qualification levels, activation,
functional test and cycling, start-up from cold
temperature (-60*C), final functional test.
- Acceptance tests on 4 EQM units comprising a
vibration test at acceptance level and mechanical /
electrical checks after vibration.
At ESTEC the neutralizer qualification programme
has been addressed to an extended functional test
(lifetime test), in a simulated space environment,
reproducing the flight mission operating cycles.
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Within the objectives of the test there was the
characterization of the lifetime operation by the
collection of a database on the neutralizer performance
parameters throughout operation time.
Qualification activities at PROEL
Upgrading of the neutralizer design
The neutralizer baseline technology and configuration
5
Within
has been described in previous papers[l1].
of the
upgradings
some
phase
the qualification
baseline design have been introduced to improve the
neutralizer performances. These upgradings have
brought to the definition of a new design that can be
now frozen in view of the flight hardware
manufacturing.
A cross section drawing of the EQM neutralizer is
shown in Fig. 1
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orificed disk) a lower temperature is obtained,
downstream the cathode in correspondence of the
brazing point between the cathode tube and the
neutralizer tube.
The selected brazing alloy for the EQM design is
capable to withstand higher temperatures: this means
that at the nominal operating temperature, the thermal
stress is lower and the probability to have partial
evaporation of the brazing alloy is minimized.
Both the employment of a thinner cathode tube and
the higher melting temperature brazing alloy produce
a lower thermal stress of the materials, increasing the
neutralizer lifetime capability.
Mechanical and thermal analysis
The basic mechanical analysis of the neutralizer, to
verify the state of stress and the displacements induced
by the accelerations due to random vibration, has been

presented in a previous paper[6 ].

This mechanical analysis has been now completed to
verify that the adoption of the thin wall cathode in the
EQM design does not have any negative impact on the
neutralizer mechanical resistance.

-o.

In particular the new analysis
A code) has been referred
stresses in the zone (retained
the junction between the
neutralizer tube.

.--

Fig. 1: PROEL EQM
drawing

(based on the Ansys 4.4
to the verification of
the most critical one) of
cathode tube and the

neutralizer cross-section

The most significant variations introduced in the
EQM design concern the hollow cathode tube and the

The graphical results of this analysis are shown in
Fig. 2a and are compared with the ones, previously
performed, of the same junction in the case of thick
wall cathode (Fig. 2b).

brazing alloy used to join the cathode tube (refractory

metal) to the neutralizer tube (nickel alloy).
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In particular the cathode tube has been made thinner
obtaining the following benefits:
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1) The operating point (I-V) during the steady-state
operation, at a given keeper power, has been
optimized in the sense that the discharge is
established at lower voltages and higher currents.
Discharge voltages are directly related to the
neutralizer lifetime, since higher voltages induce
higher energies in the positive ions that are
accelerated backwards to the insert, thereby
stressing its surfaces.
Higher discharge currents are related to the
possibility to increase the neutralization current.
2) The temperature gradient along the tube is higher,

due to the lower thermal conductance of the
so wi the same tem ature o the
er tu

Fig. 2a: State of the stress induced by random

cathode tip (in correspondence of the cathode

ca
interface: thin wall cathode

thinner tube, so with the same temperature on the

vibration on

the

cathode tube/neutralizer tube
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Fig. 3a: Thermal transientanalysis in correspondence
to

neutralizer

4 sigmficant

nodes

by random
Fig. 2b: State of the stress induced
vibration on the cathode tube/neutralizer tube

interface: thick wall cathode
From the comparison of the data no mechanical
degradation derives from the thin wall cathode
adoption.
The thermal analysis has the purpose to verify the
distribution of temperature on the neutralizer, as a
consequence of heating (input power about 17 W) and

during
discharge (input power about 7 W) phases
operation.

model,
mathematical
thermal
defined
The
4.3,
version
implemented with ESATAN program
allows the analysis of the behaviour of all the
neutralizer single parts.
In this model the neutralizer has been represented by a
network of linear and radiative conductances between
nodes (almost 50).
Two "boundary nodes", respectively the external
environment (deep space) and thruster interface
(thruster case) have been considered in the developed
thermal model.
The model has been used to perform both a steadystate and transient analysis. As an output of the
transient analysis we present here the graphic
representation of temperature versus time in
correspondence of 4 significant nodes (Fig. 3a), for
electrical power inputs as shown in Fig. 3b.
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Fig. 3b: Electrical power to the neutralizer versus
time
The curves shown in Fig. 3a are referred to the
following boundary conditions:
Deep space:

-269*C;

Thruster case:

+ 150 0 C.

From the carried out thermal analysis it resulted that
the neutralizer materials, processes and parts are
compatible with the temperatures at the nodes
(calculated using the thermal mathematical model) and
no critical areas have been identified.
Vibration test
The vibration test has been performed at
"qualification" levels for the EQM unit chosen to
undergo the whole qualification test programme and at
"acceptance" levels on other 4 EQM units that
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complete the lot of fabricated neutralizers within the
qualification phase.
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The "qualification" vibration test has been performed
submitting the neutralizer to three separate test
sessions (one for each axis X,Y,Z).
Between a vibration session and the next one a check,

comprising an electrical verification and a visual
inspection has been performed. Each test session
included a sinusoidal and a random vibration test.
The "acceptance" vibration test was performed only
with refer to "random" accelerations and each test
session was carried out for half the time (60 sec
instead of 120 sec) used for "qualification" vibration
test.
i.

The vibration masks used to accomplish the vibration
test are shown in Tab. 1.
Axes
VIBRATION

ALL
FREQUENCY

LEVEL

RANDOM
Qual.: 120s
Accept.: 60s

20-100
100-1000
1000-2000

+ 3db/oct
0,3 g 2 /Hz
-3db/oct

SINUSOIDAL

5+19
19+80
80 100

11mm (0-peak)
16g
8g

2 oct/min
(only EQM)

Tab. 1: Vibration masks for qualification and
acceptance vibration test
All the 5 fabricated units submitted to the vibration

tests (for qualification and acceptance) passed
successfully the test: the electrical checks and visual
inspection did not highlight any non conformance.

Fig. 4: Set-up for activation, functional and start-up
from cold test
The activation test is performed in order to obtain,
starting from a "virgin" cathode after fabrication, the
formation of the chemical compounds on the cathode
insert surface for reaching the thermionic emission

at
capability,
(1150+ 1200 C).

the

nominal

temperature

Activation, functional and start-up from cold test

The activation process consists in heating the cathode
through the heating filament, according to a special

After the vibration test at qualification levels the same
EQM neutralizer has been integrated in the test set-up

foresees to increase by steps the heater current up to
1.6 Arms , mantaining this last value for about 1 hour.

to undergo, in sequence, the activation test, the
functional test and the start-up from cold temperature
test.
The test set-up for all these tests is the same and it is
basically composed by a metallic vacuum chamber
with turbomolecular pump (1500 1/s), neutralizer
power supply rack, computerized work station for
data acquisition / processing, thermal conditioning
interface, xenon feedline and flow controller, chart
recorder.
A picture of the whole test set-up is shown in Fig. 4

procedure, in high vacuum conditions. This procedure
After this time the keeper power supply is switched on

(200 V) to collect the thermionic emitted electrons.
The activation is considered completed when a
thermionic current in excess of 2.3 mA is collected by
the keeper.
The activation test performed on the EQM neutralizer
produced the following result: a thermionic current
higher than 3 mA was extracted by the cathode after a
time of about 3 hours from the beginning of the
procedure (heater switch-on).
The functional test has the purpose to verify the
neutralizer operation reproducing a duty cycle similar
to the one foreseen for the flight operational mission
on ARTEMIS satellite.
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The nominal operating conditions of the neutralizer
are:

A further important result of the functional test is

represented by the neutralizer I-V characteristic (with
-

xenon flow rate at neutralizer inlet: 0.5 seem;

respect to an external target) shown, for the EQM

-

keeper power: <7.7 W;
heater switched-off after discharge ignition: self

neutralizer, in Fig. 6.

sustained discharge regime.

s. trg plot
Vtorget vs. Itorget plot
Vtrgt,

The sketch with electrical connections during the
functional test is shown in Fig. 5 (see also Ref. [60).
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The results of the functional at room temperature test
performed on the EQM neutralizer are synthetized in
Tab. 2.
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Fig. 6: EQM neutralizer I-V characteristics, with
respect to an external target.
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Fig. 5: Neutralizer electricalfunctional scheme
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the positively biased target, placed in front of the
neutralizer at a distance of 2-3 cm, is used to
"simulate"the ion beam.

From the I-V curve it results that an electron current
significantly higher than the maximum neutralization
current (300 mA) required for operation with RIT 10,
according to ESA/DASA specifications, can be
extracted by the neutralizer produced plasma. The real
figure of the neutralization current can, however, be
measured only when the EQM neutralizer will be
submitted to the lifetime test together with thruster

(test foreseen at ESTEC Test lab.).
The start-up from cold test has the purpose to verify
the neutralizer discharge start-up capability and
reproducibility when the equilibrium temperature at
the neutralizer mounting feet is about -600 C.
This temperature has been estimated by DASA to be
the equilibrium temperature when the thruster and
neutralizer are both in shadow and switched-off.
The set-up for this test was described in Ref. [6].
The accomplishment of this test on the EQM
neutralizer has revealed no significant variation in the
performances obtained at room temperature. Data of
Tab. 2 and Fig. 6 have to be regarded as still valid in

the case of neutralizer start-up from -60*C.

In

particular it is worth mentioning that the start-up time
(time elapsed between the heater switch-on and the
discharge ignition) is the same at room temperature
and at -60*C.

Tab. 2: EQM neutralizerfunctional test results
The obtained results demonstrate the neutralizer
capability to operate with a keeper power not higher
than 7 W.

Downstream the start-up from cold test, a repetition
of functional test at room temperature (5 on/off
cycles), has been performed just to be fully confident
of the neutralizer correct operation after the stresses
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induced on the materials by the low temperature
environment. Also in this case no variations have been
detected with respect to the nominal performance.

The test facility, set-up at ESTEC Electric Propulsion
Test Laboratory, allowed for a fully automatic
running of the test in a simulated space environment.

Neutralizer lifetime test at ESTEC

The test facility layout is schematically shown in
Fig. 7.

The lifetime test of the neutralizer was carried out at
ESTEC-YPE test Laboratory in the period between
August 1990 and February 1993.
Vac.Mear

The activity has been conducted in support of the
qualification process of the Ion Propulsion Package
for the ESA's DRTM (ARTEMIS and DRS)
telecommunication programme[ 7 ].

Because of the low thrust delivered by Ion Systems
(typically in the range 10 to 25 mN) and the desire to
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Test background and objectives
The lifetime test has the purpose of verifying the
neutralizer correct operation and performances versus
accumulated firing time, in view of the operational
flight mission.
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minimize the thrusting time in order to maximize the

efficiency of the manoeuvre, the amount of correction
performed at the orbital nodes is small.
Hence, in the case of station keeping of medium /
large satellites, having a beginning-of-life mass
ranging from 1500 to 2500 kg, the correction
manoeuvres must be executed daily.
Typical average values for the nodal firing time of an
ion thruster used for NSSK operation, are in the range
of 2 to 3 hours per day, thus a total operating time of
about 10000 hours per thruster for a 10-years mission.

Fig. 7: General layout of the test facility at ESTECYPE lab.
The facility includes:
- Vacuum System;
- Propellant gas feedline;
- Electric Power Supply and Control Unit;
- Data Acquisition System.

Taking into account the project requirements for
qualification of a 50% margin on the expected life,
the total test time has been fixed on 15000 hours.
For the purpose of the life-time test, an accelerated
on/off cycle of 2 hours and 0.5 hours (about 9 cycles
per day) has been selected, also to minimize the
overall test duration.

Test results and discussion

The neutralizer submitted to the lifetime test was
developed by PROEL, at elegant bread-board level,
under ESA/DASA contract and delivered to ESTEC in
a special container filled with inert gas.

The lifetime test was performed with a current of the
target, simulating the presence of the ion beam from
the thruster, of about 70 mA. This power supply was
current controlled instead of being voltage controlled,
like the one used during tests at PROEL.

The installation of the device into the ESTEC facility,
according to ESTEC procedures, took place in August
1990 at the presence of ESTEC and PROEL
representatives,
The installation and lifetime test preparation took less
than a week.

1*.:

A detailed description of the test set-up can be found
in Ref. 8].

The PROEL neutralizer
15000 hours of operation.

reached successfully

the

A very significant indication of the neutralizer
performance is represented by the voltage-current
characteristic. During one of the test cycles of the
neutralizer the target bias current (Ibias) was varied
between 50 and 90 mA and the correspondent values
of the bias voltage (Vbias) were recorder.
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The variation of the Vbias versus Ibias is shown in
Fig. 8 in the case that the keeper power supply is
working at the constant power of about 8.5 W.

Some interruptions took place during the test period:
* Every month the test was stopped to regenerate the
cryo panels (programmed recovery).

The upper limit of 90 mA, was due to the bias power
supply (power limited).

* 3 interruptions were caused by failures of the
power supply equipment.

vs Ibles -

Vble
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*plieo

nitted
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S1 interruption was due the malfunctioning of the
flow controller electronics.

"

All the failures were readily detected and the correct
operation was recovered in a reasonable time (order of
two weeks).

"
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The lifetime test performed on PROEL neutralizer
was successfully completed on February 93. The
results of the test show a good reproducibility of the

7* 7
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neutralizer main parameters and the performances
haven't shown any significant degradation throughout

""..
(C

the test period.
Fig. 8: Vbias versus Ibias with the keeper power
supply operatingat a constantpower of about 8.5 W

Conclusions

It is important to point out that the electron current
that can be extracted from the neutralizer, when a
collecting target (positively biased) is used, is strongly
dependent on the test set-up, target configuration
background pressure, discharge power, etc. This
explains the differences with the voltage - current
obtained at PROEL labs.

The neutralizer qualification activities, carried out
both at PROEL TECNOLOGIE and at ESTEC-YPE
test laboratory, have been reviewed. The neutralizer
will operate together with the German thruster
(DASA) RIT 10, on board of ARTEMIS
telecommunication satellite due to be launched in
1996.
The qualification activities were successfully
completed.

The curve, at any rate, demonstrates that electrons can
be really extracted from the discharge plasma. As
already pointed out, however, the actual electron
current emission capability can be measured only in
presence of the thruster beam.

At PROEL 5 EQM neutralizers have been fabricated:
one of them has been submitted to the whole
qualification programme (mechanical / thermal
analysis, vibration at qualification levels, electrical /
mechanical checks, activation, functional test and
cycling, start-up from cold temperature test). The

In Tab. 3 the evolution of the neutralizer parameters
throughout the test can be observed.
I iln
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other 4 fabricated units have undergone the acceptance
tests (namely vibration at acceptance levels and
electrical / mechanical checks).
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At ESTEC-YPE labs a neutralizer, previously
fabricated by PROEL at elegant BB level,
accumulated 15000 hours of operation, passing
successfully the lifetime requirements for ARTEMIS
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Radiofrequency Generator, Flow Control Unit, Power

Conditioning Unit, EQM Neutralizer) for a time of
,04 2.1i
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at PROEL
In parallel,
about two years.
TECNOLOGIE, the fabrication and acceptance test of

04 2.. 1..0"* 2,,,

the neutralizer flight units, to be delivered for the
ARTEMIS mission, will be carried out within the
C/D phase contract.

Tab. 3: PROEL Neutralizer Parameters Evolution vs.
Time
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